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Learning from Remote Experimentations over the Internet

Abstract

Performing experiments over the Internet (using real hardware) is a relatively new concept. Academics and researchers are pursuing this in an abrupt manner and are not yet coming up with a sustainable solution that can popularize the use of remote laboratories. The first part of the paper will focus on the current status of remote laboratory designs and how this has impacted our education and research activities with a notion that whether we are moving too fast while its acceptance has not yet realized. While the second part will describe some of the developments of remote laboratory designs through the author’s own research as well as reviewing contributions of other researchers.

Remote laboratories making remarkable breakthrough utilizing cutting edge technologies and current understanding of educational and learning strategies. After having all these developments, the popularity of remote laboratories is still very limited and does not have the attention of the academic community to incorporate them as a part of their regular curriculum. There are a number of factors that hinder acceptance of remote laboratories as a part of a curriculum. The first part of the paper will address these issues and will suggest a coordinated approach so that there will be a viable remote laboratory infrastructure with a high degree of acceptance.

The author has a number of federal research and institutional grants and has developed Internet accessible remote laboratory facilities. These facilities have features like use of single computer for accessing multiple experiments, manipulating experimental setup from remote locations, integrated assessment, and real-time learning management features. The developed facilities have used for delivering a number of laboratory courses, while gathering data in terms of achieving learning outcomes and assessing the effectiveness of the system in terms of system designs.

1. Introduction

Attempts to use computer and computer-related technologies to enhance learning began with the efforts of pioneers such as Atkinson and Suppers. The presence of computer technology in education has increased dramatically since that time, and predictions are that this trend will continue to accelerate. Many of the new technologies are interactive, and it is now easier to create environments in which students can learn by doing, receive feedback, and continuously refine their understanding and build new knowledge. The new technologies can also help people visualize difficult-to-understand concepts.

Internet Accessible Remote Laboratory

Traditional laboratory classes are scheduled only for a limited time period. Considering the mixed ability level of students, the allocated time is often not enough for all students to complete their tasks satisfactorily and also gain sufficient experience through the process. Sometimes students want or feel a need to perform additional experiments beyond their assigned tasks. It is usually difficult to accommodate any extra time due to the lack of available resources to keep the laboratories open. Additionally, laboratory facilities are often inaccessible to the students of other departments within the same institution because of their geographical location. Ironically, too much laboratory equipment lies idle during most of its usable lifetime.
Only a remote laboratory facility can provide cost effective and unlimited access to experiments and maximize the utilization of available resources. Moreover, this will allow inter-laboratory collaboration among universities and research centers by providing research and student groups access to a wide collection of expensive experimental resources at geographically distant locations.

One of the major limitations of the existing Internet accessible distance-learning courses is their failure to deliver the laboratory-related courses. While simulation and multimedia provide a good learning experience, for effective and complete learning, especially in STEM programs, a mixture of theoretical and practical sessions are needed. Currently, students from distance learning programs have to visit a campus to perform the laboratory sessions within a limited period of time[^4], which is usually insufficient to allow them to complete their learning cycle[^6,^12]. Making the remote laboratory experiments accessible through the Internet would address this problem.

With a burning need for an Internet accessible remote laboratory and exponential advancement in Internet and computer technologies and instrumentation, researchers/educators took the initiative to develop a number of remote laboratory facilities. Some recent initiatives have attempted to provide a couple of experiments on a dynamic systems laboratory and a basic electronics laboratory over the Internet[^13,^14,^15,^16,^17,^18].

Having all these developments, the popularity of remote laboratories has not yet gathered momentum. The authors realized that a number of issues influence this scenario. The major issues are integration of a number of disciplines in remote laboratory design, lack of modular approach in designs, absence of readily available commercial products, maintenance issues, and insufficient administrative support. The first part of the paper will discuss these issues and try to present a strategy that can be adopted to address these shortcomings. The second part will describe some of the remote laboratory developments that the author has initiated through a number of federal and institutional grants. Some of these developments were used to offer laboratory courses as a part of a regular curriculum. Experiences from these course offerings will also be presented.

2. **Shortcomings of Internet Accessible Remote Laboratory**

*What are the issues*

As mentioned in the introduction section, researchers are pursuing this problem in an abrupt manner and are not yet coming up with a sustainable solution that can popularize the use of remote laboratories. The major issues are:

a) Integration of a number of disciplines into remote experimentation design;
b) Modularity in designs;
c) Readily available commercial products;
d) Integration of learning management system;
e) Maintenance and training;
f) Administrative awareness and support; and
g) Industry applications.

a) Integration of a number of disciplines into remote experimentation design: Any development within the Internet accessible remote experiment area warrants expertise from a number of disciplines. This includes computer interfacing, data acquisition and control, web
application development, computer networking, web security, and real-time control. This is a brand new entity and no one is sure how to pursue this effectively.

Considering our compartmental arrangement of disciplines in education and research, it is usually difficult for a person or even a research/academic group to gather all these expertise, unless one deliberately forms a group with these capabilities, which is usually difficult for most of the research/academic institutions. Only a few research groups are successful in assembling all these expertise to develop Internet accessible remote experiments and have delivered a powerful message by demonstrating the potential of this discipline.

b) Modularity in designs: The nature of experiments that need to be accessed via Internet varies from discipline to discipline. In the academic/research areas, there are different kinds of experiments with a variety of inputs and outputs (in terms of frequency and voltage levels) along with need for data presentations. Having all these complex issues, it was difficult for most of the remote experiment designers to consider the modularity in system design. In general, there is an absence of any common framework, each development initiative starts from a scratch and there is difficulty in transferability of one component of a system to another or integration between the systems. This makes it difficult for an Internet accessible remote laboratory to adapt with additional experiments or to interface with another remote experiment system. To accommodate new experiments one has to redesign the system. In this respect, some of the limitations of remote laboratories are reported by some researchers.

c) Readily available commercial products: In recent years both the hardware and software technologies has been developed extensively, which has enabled the Internet accessible experiment designers to come up with more powerful systems that was not possible in the past. However, integration of these available technologies is a major issue and warrants some level of expertise that is not readily available to an institution. There is no commercial product that is designed with Internet accessible remote experiment in mind so that one can design a system with off-the-shelf products. With this scenario, as it is now, all the developed systems are custom built and developer of such systems is the only user as well. This hinders the creation of a user base, who can own and use such facility without going into the design and implementation details. This is one of the major drawbacks for a sustainable development of this area.

d) Integration of learning management system (LMS): The Internet accessible remote experiment is a type of distance learning education and there is a desire to have an integrated LMS so that an academic can manage the learning process while delivering a remote laboratory course. Most of the remote experiment designs do not have a LMS and need to incorporate an existing LMS such as Blackboard. These LMS systems are not designed to deal with applications like remote experimentations.

e) Maintenance and training: Considering the complexity of Internet accessible remote experiment system, it is difficult to find a maintenance technician who can understand and address the need for a system of this nature. In most cases, the developed system is maintained by graduate students or entry-level researchers, who are usually a moving entity. To address this issue it is important to develop training programs that can be a source of trained maintenance technician for remote experiment facilities.

f) Administrative awareness and support: Another major drawback for the remote experimentation area is the lack of administrative awareness about the potential of this area.
Not many leaders of academic community and administrators in academic institutions realize the potential of Internet accessible remote laboratories. This is a major limitation for the sustainability issue of this area. In most of the cases, projects on remote laboratories are funded by national and regional agencies. At the end of a project, usually there is no follow-up investment from the home institution to sustain the development. To address this issue, it is important to initiate a campaign via professional organizations and public media. Only the awareness of the academic leaders and institutional administrators, who have control over the financial matter, can ensure strong institutional support for remote laboratory development as well as their sustainability.

g) Industry applications: Apart from few cases, most of the developments of Internet accessible remote experiments are designed with the educational applications in mind. Although the remote experimentation concept has enormous potential for industry applications, there is no active effort to explore these. The industry applications can be vital sign diagnosis by experts for manufacturing processes, disaster prevention, and training. With the globalization of industries, there is lack of experts who can ensure smooth operation of a plant. Remote experimentation concept has potential to play a vital role in this effort by providing the experts a real time access to the plant. It is important to mention here that the industry has financial power and any interest from industry towards this technology will attract development funding. This will be a major support towards the Internet accessible remote experimentation area.

*What Can be Done*

In the light of above discussion and looking from an overall prospective, it is true that the Internet accessible remote experiment area has exploited recent technological progress in software and hardware and enables to make remarkable improvements. Some of the current developments have features that were unthinkable couple of years back. However, the use of these facilities is very limited and most of the cases these are used for testing and validation purposes, very few systems were integrated into our regular educational infrastructure. So, one can ask a question: Are we in the right course? Is it not important for us to address few vital issues before we proceed further? With this notion and scenario the author has presented few important issues (in the previous section) that need to be addressed to make the use of Internet accessible remote experimentation widespread and sustainable.

![Figure 1: Concept of modularity in design of remote laboratories.](image)
These are: a) Standardization and modularity in design; b) Integration of learning management system; c) Training initiatives; d) Awareness initiatives; e) Industry applications; and f) Commercial products.
A concept of modularity in design is presented in Figure 1. The main modules are Interface module, Experiment server, LMS server, and Local network. To have a level of flexibility in operation, future expansion, and collaboration, there should be an understanding within the community for an interfacing standard between the modules. In this regard, recently, MIT took an initiative along with researchers and academics around the world to form a consortium to discuss on major developments in this area and come up with a broader framework for remote experiment developments. This will streamline future developments through a modular design of system components with pre-determined inputs/outputs for each module. This kind of approach will foster intractability between the systems, ability to handle different kinds of experiments, and sharing of resources to maximize the use of available resources.

Creating manpower that can support the development and maintenance of Internet accessible remote experimentation is essential for this area. Every opportunity has to be utilized to develop academic and vocational training courses for remote experimentation.

Awareness about the potential of remote experimentation among the engineering, academic, and industry leaders is an essential step to attract research and development investment in this area. This includes engineering deans and higher academic administrators, professional organization leaders, and industry executives. These can involve personal meeting, articles in journals, professional magazines, national and regional newspapers, and Internet sites, radio and TV shows. To get attention of administrators and decision makers, it is important to highlight the necessity and potential of Internet accessible remote laboratories. It is important for the community to arrange lectures and presentations in various forums to get attention of the administrators and decision makers. I believe that the International Association of Online Engineering (IAOE) and other national and regional forums can take a leading role in this effort.

As we all know that need is a mother of all invention. With this respect industry sector is a major power house for the development of a new technology, if the industry can realize the potential benefit of this technology. The responsibility rests upon the remote experimentation community to highlight the possibility of use of remote experimentation for industry benefit. The awareness initiative needs to be extended into the industry arena.

In terms of development of commercial products, there should be collaboration between academia and industry so they can launch projects that will design and prototype custom products that can be utilized in development of remote laboratories. With this respect one can look for federal, state, and company funding. In USA, there are funding opportunities for small business initiatives from federal agencies.

3. Remote Laboratory Facility

The author has been working on remote experiment development and implementation for last ten years. During this period, he has attracted research and development grants from NSF, academic institutions, and industries. Some of these developments are used to deliver laboratory courses within an electrical engineering technology program. This section will provide an outline of those developments and their implementation outcomes.
Design Philosophy
To maximize the benefit of remote laboratories, the design philosophy includes a number of features: a) use of emerging technologies; b) individualized learning; c) knowledge-centered learning; d) embedded assessment strategies; and e) scaffolds. These features provide an engaging laboratory experience, working with students pre-existing knowledge, and developing skills of self-monitoring and reflection, which contribute toward improving the quality of STEM education.

Design Implementations
Most of the implementations are done through two NSF grants (DUE-044xxxx and DUE-083xxxx). This involves design development (hardware and software), pedagogical design, course implementations, and evaluation. This implementation proceeds through a number of inter-linked tasks covering a range of disciplines, which include computer interfacing, web design, interactive graphical user interface, computer networking, network/web security, experiment module designs, assessment strategy, and project evaluation. The implementation can be divided into four main components: a) Facility development; b) Communications and software applications; c) Pedagogical design; and d) Evaluation.

The Facility: The developed facility can be presented by a generic architecture as shown in Figure 2. The facility consists of six main components:

![Figure 2: Proposed system block diagram.](image)

Figure 2: Proposed system block diagram.

a) Web and database server; b) Collaborative server; c) Experiment workstation server; d) Switching matrix; e) Equipment bank; and f) Video and audio. The web and database server, collaborative server, and experiment workstations are connected to a local network, which is then tied up with the global Internet cloud via a firewall.

a) Web and database server- This allow the faculty/facilitator to a) integrate and configure experiments with the environment; b) create and manage user accounts; c) upload experiment guidelines, pedagogical and assessment tools, and survey questionnaires; d) activate/deactivate equipment; e) monitor student activities in terms of use of the experiment; and f) monitor assessment outcomes. Some of these features will be web-based and will allow the faculty/facilitator to perform those tasks over the web from any location. Along with other items, there is a database that contains all the pedagogical tools and resources, assessment items, user demographic data, password control data, user activity data (in terms of the use of the facility by individual users), student engagement data, and remote experiment utilization data. The database is dynamic and some of its content is updated automatically while the
facility is in use. All these data are being linked with an XML file, so that they can be used by the environment. Users can access the XML files as data sources, as if they are accessing other databases. Each of the developed pedagogical tools and resources are considered an entity and is be marked with unique identification.

The technologies that were used for this module are extensible markup language (XML), simple object access protocol (SOAP), web services description language (WSDL), active server pages (ASP), .NET technology, and hyper text markup language (HTML). Based on the received remote instruction and using these technologies along with coordination with the database, this module structures data/information to display within the user’s (client or faculty/facilitator) web page. The system is password protected and the protection is implemented by using currently available technologies that allow web browsers and web servers to communicate over a secured connection. This facility addresses authentication, confidentiality, and integrity.

b) Collaborative server- provides an integrated learning environment to facilitate remote working between groups of students or students and faculty. This server accommodates a collaborative working approach to allow educational institutions and training providers to provide remotely located students with access to campus based experiment resources for remote experimentation augmented by live lectures and tutorials given by tutors. The environment allows faculty to create, manage, and deliver live lectures to a widely dispersed audience of students while allowing students to undertake real (non-simulated) practical exercises either individually or collaboratively. This collaborative functionality allows remote users to work together on the same experiment hosted on the same remote workstation simultaneously, while accessing, viewing and controlling each component of the integrated learning environment.

c) Experiment workstation- is connected to the equipment bank via a switching matrix, along with a video camera and microphone. The switching matrix is connected to the experiment workstation via a custom built Input/Output (I/O) card with a sufficient number of analog and digital I/Os to provide connections for the equipment inputs and outputs. There are a number of experiment workstations connected with the equipment so that it can run multiple experiments that may be required for a laboratory session.

Figure 3: Layout of the switching matrix.

d) Switching matrix- is directly connected between the equipment bank and experiment workstation (Figure 3). This module is designed by using emerging switching hardware that is usually found in the telecommunication area. With the appropriate control signal, the switching mechanism provides a direct physical path dedicated to a single connection between one signal point (input/output) from an equipment to one of the ports of the I/O card. One of the main components of the Internet accessible experiment facility is the GUI (graphical user interface). This serves as the media link between the experiments and the
clients. It is important to provide a user-friendly, effective GUI that attracts clients while performing experiments without the physical supervision and assistance usually provided during a traditional experiment class. All the inputs and outputs of the equipment were connected to the switching matrix module. A client is able to command the switching matrix to connect appropriate equipment input and output to the appropriate ports of the I/O card to obtain a connection configuration for a desired experiment.

e) Equipment bank - consists of the equipment that is to be used for a laboratory course. All equipment is connected to the switching matrix and can be configured for almost any experimental arrangement (limited by prohibiting any undesired configuration for safety and protection). Here the faculty/facilitator is not pre-fabricating or assembling in any experiment for the students; students themselves assemble their experiment. This provision provides students with much more freedom to play with and develop their experiment skills. This kind of arrangement is new to the remote experiment area, and lack of this capability is one of the major reasons why remote laboratories are not gaining popularity.

f) Video and audio - parts have a video camera and a microphone. Performance of some experiments may produce a physical motion and sound. A video camera with pan, tilt, and zoom capability allows a client to monitor a physical motion for a given experiment. In addition to a graph and plot, a video enhances the learning process for the clients. A microphone is also useful to hear any sound effect that may be produced by an experiment (such as a running motor or an alarm, etc).

Figure 4 shows a flowchart for various activities that can be performed using this facility. The environment homepage provides a project information dissemination platform as well as a login facility. The technologies that are used for this module are extensible markup language (XML), simple object access protocol (SOAP), web services description language (WSDL), active server pages (ASP), .NET technology, and hyper text markup language (HTML)\(^{20,21,22}\). There are two levels of access to the environment. One is for the client (student) and the other for the supervisor (faculty/facilitator).

![Flowchart for server module activities.](image)

Figure 4: Flowchart for server module activities.

In the *client access* mode, it allows a client to a) assemble an experiment using the equipment connected to the system; b) customize a graphical user interface using various kinds of graph window, tabular data window, and video window, and audio; c) perform an experiment and visualize the result of the designed experiment; d) take an assessment test after a laboratory session; e) observe his/her own progress as well as the progress of the whole class (in terms
of learning outcomes); and f) provide feedback about the system itself (through a survey). The ‘Instructions’ document includes both the text and movie (with audio) to demonstrate the use of the environment. Special care will be taken to highlight all the necessary steps that one needs to do to perform an experiment, assessment activities, and survey.

The experiment modules provide details of the scope of an experiment course, description of the equipment used, and how they can be configured to assemble various experiments to achieve course objects.

In the supervisory access mode, one can view clients’ activity data and incorporate/modify assessment items, documents for experiment modules as well as instructions. One of the important features within the supervisor access is the client activity, in which the faculty/facilitator can track an individual student in terms of use of this environment, personal growth, and the growth of the whole class. Within the environment, arrangements are made to collect assessment data, learning behavior and engagement data, and facility performance data. Web application software is developed to analyze the data automatically so the faculty/facilitator can view the findings on a real-time basis. This feature allows the faculty/facilitator to take appropriate action for update/modification of the experiment modules, assessment items, and instruction or any other aspect of the environment.

**Pedagogical design:** The objectives of a traditional program expect that for a given laboratory course, a student should achieve his/her highest level at the end of the semester and a grade will be allocated on that basis. Considering the target courses that are parts of a traditional program, and although each student progresses at his/her own learning pace, efforts were made for each student to achieve his/her highest level at the end of each topic within a given period of time. The pedagogical tools within the developed environment, learning at their own pace, and information on personal and class achievement levels will encourage students to achieve their highest potential.

Each week the faculty/facilitator publishes a ‘Experiment module’ document through the web page. This document provides the identified objectives for that week along with a description of possible experiments (with detailed diagrams and instructions) that one can perform to achieve those objectives. In addition, students can use the provided experimental design or develop their own design and perform these as many times as they like. At the end of each week there is an assessment activity based upon that week’s objectives.

![Pedagogical model](image)

**Figure 5:** Pedagogical model in light of project philosophy.

There are various pedagogical design strategies that one can utilize for a laboratory course design. To materialize the system design philosophy, the pedagogical design involves a blended learning approach by synergic combination of three components: face-to-face instruction, cognitive apprenticeship, and discovery learning (Figure 5).

Please note that the pedagogical design proposed here is specifically developed considering the nature of the target courses. It will be the faculty/facilitator’s prerogative to choose a
suitable pedagogical design considering the nature of a given laboratory courses activities. As an example, if this environment is going to be used for a distance learning program for mature students, then the design will be different from the presented one.

4. Evaluation

One of the major aims of the implementations was to assess the effectiveness of the developed facility as well as evaluate the student learning outcomes. To address these issues the evaluation process is divided into four parts: a) assess students’ learning outcomes; b) assess students’ learning behavior in terms of the access time and duration of use (in terms of the use of the facility); c) assess the effectiveness of the facility and students’ perception about the facility; and d) assess ethical issues. The first two are achieved through quantitative analysis, while the last one is done through qualitative analysis. Professor Herbert J. Walberg, Research Professor of Education and Psychology at the University of Illinois at Chicago and Visiting Professor at Stanford University, acted as the external evaluator. He is a world renowned scholar and researcher in teaching psychology and evaluation. Dr. Walberg has advised on questionnaire design, evaluation of the pedagogical effects of the system, data analysis, and interpretation.

Students Learning Outcomes
To assess student learning, the class was divided into a control group and test group. The control group took the course using an existing traditional laboratory, while the test group performed the experiments developed through the remote laboratory facility. The test group was composed of male and female students with diverse ethnicity and mixed educational abilities. Both the groups were tested with pre- and post-tests, and the results were compared for any difference. It was observed that there were statistically significant differences between pre- and post tests for both the test and the control groups, these differences were not statistically different based on two-tail and non-paired t-tests. It can be interpreted that both the test group and the control group learned effectively and the difference between the two groups was not significant.

Students Learning Behavior
To assess students’ learning behavior in terms of the access time and duration of use, the developed facility has in-built capacity to collect students’ login and logout times along with the time taken to perform each experiment. These data allowed the facilitator to know the level and timing of facility use and hence provided a broader understanding of the students’ behavior in terms of use of the facility.

These data allow comparing the leaning efficiency of the control group and the test group and also the students’ behavior in terms of the use of the facility. It has been found that there are statistically significant differences between the test and the control groups in their time spent on the laboratory tasks, with the test group spending 67% less time than the control group on the average. It can be interpreted that the test group learned more efficiently than the control group. In terms of access time to the facility, it has been found that the time of the day when students in the test group perform their laboratory tasks range between 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 a.m. of the day, which is a duration of 16 hours, indicating great flexibility and convenience for students who are otherwise impossible because of the cost and administrative limitations under a traditional laboratory configuration. Figure 6 shows the access profile to the remote laboratory experiments.
Figure 6: Shows the access profile to the facility in terms of time of the day.

Effectiveness of the Remote Facility
The third evaluation issue was to assess the effectiveness of the facility and students’ perception about the facility. This has been done through a weekly survey along with a descriptive statement from the test group students at the end of the semester. The remote laboratory course is a new concept, and evaluation of the facility for its usefulness provides an understanding in terms of the students’ points of view. Toward this, a weekly survey is incorporated within the facility that students need to complete at the end each laboratory session. The questions are designed in such a way that they allow the facilitator to get an understanding about the facility’s performance in terms of accessibility, user friendliness, logical arrangement of the information provided, and level of attraction with the web presentation. Students were queried regarding their interest level in the material, adequacy of background preparation, usefulness of the handouts, effectiveness of the tutorials, knowledge acquired from each topic, relevance of course materials, ease of access to the facility, and suggestions for improvement. The collected data have both short term and long term use. As a short term use, the responses were reviewed by the facilitator on a weekly basis and were modified, upgraded, or altered through improvement/updating of the teaching materials, experimental facility, and delivery approach. The long term use involves the quantitative analysis of the collected data for a complete semester and a review to identify the aspects of the facility that can be enhanced for future developments.

The survey result shows that in general students liked the system and found the arrangement useful. However, in terms of learning, they found that the remote laboratory is almost same as the traditional lab arrangement. Students also found the system was easy enough to operate. For the descriptive statement, each test group student wrote a descriptive statement on their personal view towards the remote laboratory, benefits of the remote laboratory, and what can be done better for the future. The main benefit pointed out by almost all the students is the anywhere anytime feature of the remote laboratory facility. This allows them to perform experiments at times of their own choice that fit their busy work schedule. Some students raise the point that the remote laboratory does not provide any hands-on experience. This is true, but much research shows that, other things being equal, hands-on laboratory experience does not add knowledge and understanding beyond non-laboratory instruction. Mastering particular apparatus in a laboratory, moreover, may not be applicable to other apparatus and circumstances. A few mentioned the tight schedule for pre- and post-laboratory submission. Considering the junior level undergraduate course (where all of their labs and course works are closely supervised), the remote laboratory is a major responsibility, and some of them are not much comfortable to deal with this.
5. Conclusions

The paper provides a discussion on the issues that need to be addressed to make the Internet accessible remote laboratory facility sustainable and acceptable by the academic community. The main factors are modularity issue in design, industrial applications, commercial products and systems that can support the development process, and gather support from administration. The second part of the paper presents a remote laboratory design strategy and their use for offering a number of laboratory courses. The evaluation process during this course offering provides a valuable insight in terms of effectiveness of remote laboratory systems.
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